Conferences, forums and events

Four international conferences with prominent speakers, 16 highly informative theme-oriented forums with designated TechTalks, the “new” CEO Roundtable, e-ffwd: the start-up-platform powered by Elektor, Talent meets Industry and much more. electronica’s supporting program is unrivalled and makes the event doubly worthwhile for everyone!

Conference program

Renowned experts speak about the latest topics and challenges facing electronics and its applications.

→ electronica Conferences

The forum program

The transfer of knowledge, market information and an exchange with experts in 16 theme-oriented forums.
All dates and times during the fair

Make concrete plans and put dates in your diary even before electronica starts. Our regularly updated database will help you now.

→ Events calendar

HR Evening Brief

Experience diverting and practically orientated lectures for employees of the HR department and also chief executives.

→ HR Evening Brief

Talent meets Industry
High-school and college students, specialists, start-ups, established companies and investors: electronica brings them all together.

→ Talent meets Industry

electronica Fast Forward

Innovative ideas, prototypes, products or services are brought together with an international audience.

→ electronica Fast Forward

electronica Experience

A mix of demos of the latest applications and developments, lectures and live formats makes the world of electronics tangible for you.

→ electronica Experience

electronica Careers
The platform gives you an overview of the job vacancies of companies exhibiting at electronica and is helpful for your personal career planning.

→ electronica Careers

**CEO Roundtable**

electronica's CEO Roundtable brings the industry's leading executives together to discuss one of the electronics industry's hot topics.

→ CEO Roundtable

**Obsolescence Day**

Experience the most efficient measures and solutions to protect against hardware and software obsolescence

→ Obsolescence Day